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More than houses
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Welcome to Homes


We’ve been matching homes and hearts since 2011. With leading local offices across Alton, Grayshott, Liphook and Petersfield and a first-class team individually picked to deliver you outstanding results and best customer experience.
Whether you’re downsizing or turning over a new chapter in life, make your next move a smooth one with Homes.





More
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Home




Value your
Home
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Featured Homes
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London Road, Hill Brow, Liss, Hampshire, GU33 7NY
Leasehold Flat / Apartment For Sale
£180,000
Offers Over
	Bedrooms: 1
	Bathrooms: 1
	Reception Rooms: 1

More Details
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Red Bushes Close, Medstead, Alton, Hampshire, GU34 5FF
Freehold Detached House Sold STC
£775,000
Offers Over
	Bedrooms: 5
	Bathrooms: 3
	Reception Rooms: 3

More Details
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Brickwork Avenue, Liphook, Hampshire, GU30 7WP
Freehold Semi-Detached House Sold STC
£450,000
Guide Price
	Bedrooms: 3
	Bathrooms: 2
	Reception Rooms: 1

More Details
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Personal touch


trust us, your local experts, to sell or let your home





See more







Branches + Teams
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Homes Alton
01420 593900





See More
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Homes Grayshott
01428 772699





See More
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Homes Liphook
01428 728520





See More
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Homes Petersfield
01730 263907





See More
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Regional Lettings
01428 728520





See More
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Regional Land + New Homes
01428 778278





See More
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News From Us
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Deborah and Kevin join team Homes!			
Here at Homes, we’re thrilled to announce the newest additions to our team, Deborah Raggett and Kevin Sprangle.



Read More		
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Embracing Elegance: Adhurst St Mary, Hampshire home shines in the Yahoo Finance Spotlight			
We were thrilled to share that our exquisite home in the idyllic Adhurst St Mary, Hampshire has been featured in a recent yahoo article.



Read More		
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Dominating the Petersfield Property Market			
Since July, our sales team has achieved a remarkable statistic, selling double the number of properties compared to our closest competitors.



Read More		







Opinions Count




Clarissa Middleton



				Estate agents often have a bad reputation but our experience with Homes in Alton exceeded all our expectations. Gemma in the office was an absolute delight and so keen to help us and we were really impressed from the beginning. Liana who handled our purchase was an absolute super star! The lengths she went to in order to support us and get the sale through went above and beyond anything we could have hoped for. Liana's professionalism, kindness, drive and willingness to help was exceptional and we will forever be so grateful to her for her incredibly hard work. So if you are buying or selling in Alton we could not recommend the Homes team enough! They truly made our experience as easy as it could have been and we felt really taken care of throughout.

 



Katy Fowler



				So far, my experience with Homes has been great. They have always been prompt and helpful in replying to my queries and did all they could to reassure me when concerns arose. My property is now let, so I'm hoping it continues to be a successful collaboration.

 



Liz. R.



				Recently we completed our house buying after a stressful year. We would like to thank Elysia for her consisted professional help. Elysia regularly contacted us giving informed updates, usually from the solicitors and the seller. We were impressed by her knowledge of our individual situation and felt her support went beyond our expections.

 



Simon Stafferton



				Homes of Petersfield have been superb throughout our house sale and also purchase. After a very honest and non pushy initial appraisal things moved quickly and smoothly. We had a couple of offers and accepted one just under asking, 3 weeks after we started the process despite it being school summer holidays. The house we wanted to move to was local, and was also being marketed by homes. After a cash offer from someone else turned out to be flakey, our offer was accepted and 12 weeks later we moved into our amazing new home. Special thanks to Tina the Progressor for the great comms and help throughout. Highly recommended!

 



Liam Starley



				We would like to thank the whole team at Homes Petersfield, with special mention to Charlie & Tina, for all their hard work and dedication in selling our property in Petersfield. Everyone we came into contact with was extremely knowledgeable and acted professionally throughout, helping to alleviate the stress involved in selling our home. Nothing was too much trouble, with excellent service at every stage, therefore we would highly recommend using Homes Estate Agents.

A Massive Thanks!

Liam & Tracy

 



Mr and Mrs Turner



				Homes at Grayshott gave us terrific support throughout the long, complicated process of selling our two properties and buying one in Hindhead. Elysia, especially, was magnificent. We had many serious setbacks and throughout them all - over many months - she stayed positive and was tireless and tenacious on our behalf. She kept things going by liaising with everyone involved, consulting colleagues, suggesting further strategies to overcome obstacles and pushing solicitors to take action. She was unfailingly courteous and efficient, and determined to make things happen. We knew we could depend on her judgement and that we could trust her wisdom and experience when taking her advice on important decisions. We cannot praise her skill and dedication highly enough.

 



Susie Breare



				Homes Letting Agents have been phenomenal and professional in securing a tenant for my property.  They have kept me updated on all issues and progress and cannot recommend them highly enough.

 



Jayne Kirkby



				Homes Estate Agents were excellent. They were extremely helpful in what turned out to be a long winded purchase. They went above and beyond keeping me informed and answering my many questions.They could not have been more helpful.

 



Mike Johnstone



				When we finally found a place that we wanted to buy, Homes made the process relatively painless: from initial viewings to an accepted offer was pleasantly short. After Charlie had established that we were committed to the purchase he kept us well informed as the negotiation proceeded briskly to a sale agreement. Then, in the longer legal haul, Tina was a friendly and efficient intermediary between us and the vendor and both sets of solicitors, and even helped us get into the property a few hours earlier than originally arranged which proved most useful. I am happy to recommend the Petersfield branch of Homes Estate Agents for house purchases.

 



Stewart Roberts



				Estate Agents tend to get a bad press.

Homes are an exception, indeed their service is exceptional.

I felt listened to and was given sensible guidance with no over promising. During the process I was kept informed at every stage. I never had to ask what was happening. Arrangements for viewings and questions were managed efficiently and without fuss. When there was a need for some final negotiation to get things over the line, the team at Homes stepped up.

Good Job.
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complaints procedure


©2023 Homes Estate Agents Ltd, Antrobus House, 18 College Street, Petersfield, GU31 4AD. Registered number 7516923.
Web development by Futuresys
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies.
Cookie settings ACCEPT



Privacy & Cookies Policy



Close
Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.






Necessary                            

 Necessary 


Always Enabled                                
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.





Analytics                            

analytics

Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.





Advertisement                            

advertisement

Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.





Others                            

others

Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	nitroCachedPage	session	No description
	propertyhive_recently_viewed	session	No description
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performance

Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	AWSELBCORS	5 minutes	This cookie is used by Elastic Load Balancing from Amazon Web Services to effectively balance load on the servers.
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